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Foreword
Before we begin preparing the agenda for the
next academic year we must look inwards to ﬁnd
out how well prepared we are to give our wards
what they need to make a society that is liberated.
What are the forces that hinder the successful
expression of a child's personality? Have we
fallen into the pit of monotonous unimaginative
routine that thwarts innovation? The ordinary
teacher resents change in responsibilities, for
example, since it requires a stirring of the
imagination or a researching mind. “I'm
comfortable with what I know,” he whines.
Today's society is governed by overwhelming
falsehood that has undermined everything that is
natural. Lifestyles, social media and the very
governance of countries have drifted almost
imperceptibly into the unnatural; and it is the
teacher, why even the parent, who is responsible
for the decay.

How often do we depart from the set patterns of
questions and answers to arouse interest in the
unknown, the unexplored and the mysterious? It
would be a sad day for society when a child stops
thinking. Is a child allowed free expression of his
abilities and imagination in the classroom, on
stage or on the sports ﬁeld, or do we project
ourselves to make a ﬁne display of our own skills?
Of course there are basic values that must be
adhered to in any venture or presentation.
Return to the splendid world that the Creator
spread before man requires a rebirth of the soul.
Can the teacher together with society recreate
the lost grandeur? Yes, everything is possible if
we call upon the Power of the Supreme One. So
be it.

Desiderata – A Poem

Montfort School, Kattur, Trichy-19.

Guidelines for Teachers
Since time immemorial, the profession of teaching has

of this changing world. It necessitates dedication,

been considered as one of the noblest professions.

commitment and self-sacriﬁce. Though the reward is

Educators have always played the role of catalysts for

not only of a monetary nature, it is the sparkle in a

various social changes in society. Mankind has always

child's eyes when he/she accomplishes a goal, a smile

considered teachers as a blessing to society, for, they

when he/she masters a new skill and the expression of

have been the ones responsible for polishing a

glee when he/she experiences victory. Thus, let us

learner's intellect and aptitude. This profession has

strive together towards achieving that eternal bliss

always held a proud position in the Indian ethos and

through our noble services.

milieu.

Here are the guidelines to be followed in order to have a

Such a noble profession demands an outgoing

smooth conduct of our responsibilities for the

personality, blest with good listening skills, great

academic year 2018 – 2019. However, teachers are

problem solving and organizational skills along with

welcome to be more constructive than what had been

strong communication skills for the effective transfer

intimated and could work towards betterment with the

of knowledge to quench the inquisitive minds who are

consent of the Principal. The objective is to ensure

the makers of tomorrow.

mutual respect and freedom thus creating indelible

Teachers always have the responsibility to respond and
adapt their teaching methods to the changing students

marks, as role models, in the hearts and minds of our
students' community.

The best teachers are those who show you where to look,
but don't tell you what to see.
- Alexandra K Trenfor

General guidelines to all
The Members of the Staff
l

l

All members of the staff should have signed by

before the commencement of every class looking

8.45 a.m.

at the black board details regarding the
absentees. Class teachers are supposed to

The Rule of Language should be strictly adhered

ensure the updating of the correct details

to, inside the school campus both by the staff and

mentioned below in view of students' safety.

the students. Teachers must keep reminding the

l

children about the rule of language every day and

No. on Roll

:

in every period so that students will nurture this as

No. Present (Girls)

:

a habit.

No. Present (Boys)

:

Roll no. of Absentees :

All teachers must be present for the assembly.
Class teachers are expected to stand with their

l

outside the classroom during the teaching hour so

class children during the assembly.
l

l

that teaching is effective.

The Students' attendance register should be
maintained meticulously by the class teachers.

Teachers should ensure discipline inside and

l

A student absenting himself/herself should

Attendance should be marked by the teachers

obtain the absence letter signed by Principal/Vice

who handle the ﬁrst period everyday both in the

Principal/Headmistresses and must submit the

forenoon and in the afternoon. The Skip slip

same to the class teacher on the next day of

should also be accurately ﬁlled up in the ﬁrst

his/her absence. In case of planned leave taking,

period of the morning session by the respective

the leave letter must have reached the class

teacher handling the ﬁrst period.

teacher with the signature of the Principal / Vice -

Subject teachers are expected to cross check the
presence of students in their respective classes

Principal/ Headmistresses before the child goes
on leave. Along with the leave or absence

letter,the student also should also have secured

l

l

each subject and stay updated with the changes

Headmistresses in the hand book.

in the structure of the curriculum.

If a child absents himself/herself for more than

l

Teachers should plan, prepare and present the

three days, the class teacher is obliged to enquire

lessons that cater to the needs of the different

and bring it to the notice of the Principal/

levels of the children.
l

Teachers should maintain accurate up-to-date

No student should be allowed to come out of the

records as per the requirement pertaining to the

class for any reason during the class hours.

school.

Class monitors should be appointed for every
term only.

l

Teachers should follow the syllabus laid down in

the signature of the Principal/Vice-Principal/

Vice-Principal/Headmistresses.
l

l

l

Teachers should ensure that all schools'
equipments, tools, cupboards, black boards,

Meeting the parents for any reason is entertained
only with the prior permission from the Principal /
Vice Principal / Headmistresses. Teachers are not
supposed to give their personal contact numbers
to the parents for any reason.

l

Teachers should leave a correct contact number
in the ofﬁce so that the school ofﬁce could contact
them for any necessity. If there is any change in
contact number available with the school, it
should be intimated immediately.

l

Classroom cleanliness has to be checked and
students should be instructed to keep the
classroom tidy to make the classroom an
attractive place to teach and learn.

Tell me and I forget.
Teach me and I remember.
Involve me and I learn.
- Benjamin Franklin

smart boards, bulletin boards, class library books,

l

furniture and the other properties of the school

ﬁrst discuss the date and the duration of the

are maintained properly, while they are put to use.
l

classroom should be intimated to the school

l

l

programs with the Principal and then start
planning for the conduct of the programs.

Reports about all damages and breakages in the
ofﬁce as and when needed.

Teachers-in-charge of various programs should

l

Corporal punishment is strictly prohibited .

l

Avoid doing or discussing anything that is

Teachers must compulsorily avoid the use mobile

detrimental to the reputation of the school or its

phones during the instructional hours.

staff. It would be good if teachers can develop a
feeling of belongingness towards their place of

Teachers are expected to follow the dress code

work which would in turn enrich their energy levels

maintaining simplicity, neatness and decorum.

towards greater accomplishments in their
l

Be cooperative with the fellow colleagues and

mission.

undertake tasks or duties allotted by the
Principal, to the best of your abilities.

Instructions to the coordinators
of investiture
l

The selection procedure of student leaders is

l

based on the scholastic and co-scholastic

short listed candidates.

performances of the students.
l
l

Election is to be conducted systematically for the

Assignment for the investiture ceremony requires

The screening and short listing of the student

discussion with the Principal, Vice-Principal and

nominees are to be done by a panel comprising of

Headmistress.

the Principal, the Vice-Principal, Head mistresses
and teacher representatives.

Instructions to the
house-in-charge
l

The Respective teachers in-charge should plan
with the house captains and PT department
regarding the conduct of the various events.

l

Teachers should select student participants for
various events representing their respective

The mediocre teacher tells.
The good teacher explains.
The superior teacher
demonstrates.
The great teacher inspires.

houses.
l

They should facilitate and encourage students to
participate in the events enabling them to achieve
excellence.

- William Arthur Ward

Instructions to all the
teachers-in-charge of clubs

l

Teachers-in-charge should ensure active
participation of all the club members.

l

Any monetary decision should be made only with
the consent of the Principal.

l

Teachers-in-charge should submit the clubs'
report at the end of the year to the Principal.

l

Teachers should deﬁne the Club's purpose and
goals.

l

Teachers-in-charge should select the members
for their clubs.

l

Leaders of the clubs should be recruited on the
clubs' inauguration day.

l

Everybody is a Genius.
But if you judge a sh by
its ability to climb a tree,
it will live its whole life
believing it is stupid.

Activities are to be planned out for the entire year.
On the day of club inauguration, the year's plan
should be discussed with the members.

-Albert Einstein

Instructions to the coordinators of
Various celebrations
l

The organizing committee for the celebration

l

should meet together at least a month before the
celebration and discuss about the detailed outline
of the event.
l

l

should ensure correct pronunciation in all the

Principal / Headmistresses and should discuss

l

l

from the Principal regarding the monetary affairs

l

The team should guide the children with minimum

The team should get permission and approval
involved in the celebration.

Should have a creative approach in organizing the
various programs for the celebration.

l

The teachers in-charge of the various programs
performances.

The team should meet the Principal / the Vice
about the plans.

All practices should happen only in the presence
of at least one teacher in-charge.

PT teachers should take care of the discipline of
the children during such special programs.

practice sessions especially during the non-subject
hours and between 12.45p.m. and 1.10 p.m.

A teacher affects eternity;
he can never tell where
his inuence stops.
- Henry Adams

Instructions to the Coordinators
of Field Trips and Tours
l

Select the site to be visited and obtain a pre trip

l

information package if available.
l

l

emergency.

Teachers organizing the trip should discuss with
the Principal and get his approval for the visit.

l

with them everything that is required during the
trip.

Collect the money for the ﬁeld trip after Principal's
approval and deposit the same in the school

Teachers-in-charge should explain the purpose of
the ﬁeld trips to the students and should discuss

Contact the school ofﬁce and ﬁx the date and time
of the journey.

l

Prepare a list containing the names of students
and their contact numbers in case of any

l

Instruct the students about the standards of
conduct that must be strictly adhered to, during

ofﬁce.

the trip.
l

Guide the children in asking good and thought
provoking questions and instruct them to have
good observation so that the educational trip
would be of great beneﬁt and a thing to remember
in the life of every child.

l

Take utmost care regarding the safety of the
children during the trip by all means.

If you don't rst secure
students' hearts,
you don't have a shot
at their brains.
- Angela Maiers

Instructions to the Coordinators
of Sports Day, Annual Day,
Staff Christmas Celebrations and
Interschool Competitions
l

The coordinating team should meet the Principal

l

and Vice-Principal and ﬁx up a meeting to discuss

fellow colleagues with effective assistance and

about all the happenings regarding their

encouragement.

respective event.
l
l

The coordinators are responsible to lead their

The coordinators should make a thorough follow

In consultation with the Principal and Vice

up of the activities and also should be alert and

Principal, the entire schedule of the event should

ﬂexible to any need of the fellow teachers as and

be planned and the work allotment for the event

when required.

should be done, taking into consideration, the
strengths, interests and abilities of his/her fellow
colleagues.

l

Monetary affairs, if any, should be decided in
consultation with the Principal.

My teacher thought I was smarter than I was – So I was.

Instructions to the coordinators of
Montfortian Week celebrations
l

The organizing committee / group that is

l

responsible for the event should meet together, a

activities the instructions to the class teachers

month in advance and discuss a detailed outline

regarding the conduct of morning assemblies

of the celebration.
l

The team is responsible to coordinate the

during the week and organize competitions in
view of the Montfortian week celebrations.

The coordinators should organize a meeting with
the Principal/ the Vice-Principal/
Headmistresses to discuss their plans.

l

The team has to ensure that all activities are
focused towards our patron St. Montfort and his
philosophy of life.

Instructions to the coordinators of
Seminars and staff meetings
l

l

l

Teachers-in-charge should prepare an annual

proper seating facilities and correct equipment

plan tentatively for meetings/seminars with the

(white boards, projectors, etc.) required for the

Principal.

meeting /seminar.

They should ensure that the participants are

l

Teachers-in-charge should coordinate with the

informed well in advance so that they are ready

school ofﬁce and make necessary arrangements

with their preparation.

for refreshment of the participants.

Teachers-in-charge should make sure that the
meeting / seminar venue is kept ready with

Instructions to the coordinators of
Spiritual formation
l

This team is responsible for organizing the Holy Mass during the ﬁrst
Friday of every month.

l

Teachers-in-charge should coordinate the classes, inspections,
syllabus and examinations of value education/catechism/scripture.

Instructions to the department heads
l

The department heads should take care of

l

organizing periodic discussions and preparation

attention or improvisation regarding subject

of syllabus, when required.
l

They should identify areas / issues that require
matters and hold discussions with the Principal,
so that an effective solution is achieved.

Heads should ensure timely monitoring and
provide required guidance to the in fellow
colleagues on subject issues.

Department of examination-instructions
to the coordinators
l

The Schedule for Question Paper Preparation

l

should be sent giving the question setter, at least
a week's duration which is inclusive of a weekend

and displayed, the day before the examination.
l

for preparation
l

The Seating plan of the individual exam hall
should be displayed in all exam halls with the

The Seating Plan should be prepared and
displayed at least a week before the examination.

The Supervision Schedule should be prepared

numbers on the desks.
l

The Schedule for the rest of the activities should
be prepared after the conduct of the examination.

Technology will not replace teachers, but teachers
who use technology will replace those who do not.

Instructions to all the members of
the staff in view of examinations
l

l

Teachers are supposed to submit their question

l

papers along with the scoring key to Brother

after the Long Bell and according to the students'

Principal.

roll numbers.

Teachers with less teaching periods will have

l

more supervision.
l

Teachers should collect the answer scripts only

After collection, the papers are to be brought to
the board room. Scripts of the class supervised
last must be arranged according to the roll

Taking leave or permission during exam days are

numbers with the help of the details provided by

strictly to be avoided.

the department of examination.
l

Teachers must instruct the children to keep away
any unwanted materials they hold while entering

l

the examination hall.
l

l

Students should only carry their writing materials

The Name and the signature of the teacher
arranging the scripts should be on the slip provided.

l

Teachers who are responsible to correct the

into the examination halls. Boxes, pouches and

papers should collect their respective bundles by

writing pads are strictly prohibited.

4 p.m., the very same day.

Teachers are expected to be

l

Distribution of answer scripts

vigilant enough during their

and other submissions should

supervision Malpractice should

go on according to the date

be brought to the notice of

mentioned in the schedule

the teachers-in-charge of the

issued by the Department of

examination immediately.

Examination.

Report Bee
l

The schedule for checking the students' Proﬁle
should be prepared ensuring uniformity in the
format of preparing the proﬁle.

l

Tree formation for each class is to be checked for
mark entry into the report bee.

l

l

The list of teachers in-charge of mark entry into

l

Once the marks are entered, the print out of all the

report bee should be prepared.

5 subjects' mark statement must be handed over

Permission to enter marks into Report bee should

to the teachers-in-charge of mark entry only.

only be given to the teachers-in-charge of the
report bee mark entry, as per the given allotment.

l

Once signed by the teacher-in-charge of mark
entry, progress cards are to be printed and must
be handed over to the class teachers.

Teaching is a calling too.
And I've always thought that
teachers in their way are holy angels
leading their
ocks out of the darkness.
- Jeannette Walls

Instructions in view of Report Bee
for all the Members of the Staff
l

l

l

From this academic year, mark entry into Report

l

The team-in-charge of mark entry into Report bee

Bee will be done by a team of teachers exclusively

will collect the mark statements from the ofﬁce for

in charge of mark entry into report bee. Subject

entering marks into report bee and then would

teachers will not be entering the marks into the

submit the mark statements back to the ofﬁce as

report bee account.

per the date mentioned.

The CCE Mark register alone has to be maintained

l

The team-in-charge of mark entry will verify the

by the respective Subject teachers with the marks

printed mark statement containing the marks of

of the classes which they handle.

all the 5 subjects' of the individual classes and the
corrections notiﬁed by the students should be

Once paper distribution is done, mark statements

made in the report bee by the team, obtaining

are to be prepared with utmost care by the

clariﬁcation from the respective subject teacher

respective subject teacher and they should get it

to check the validity of the correction notiﬁed by

cross checked with the students and then should

the students.

submit them to the Principal as per the date
mentioned.

l

Remark entry for the progress cards is as usual to
be done by the class teachers for their own
respective classes along with the distribution and
collection of progress cards.

l

Signing should be done by the team-in-charge of
mark entry into report bee for the respective
classes that are allotted to them.

Department of time table
l

l

Supervision will be based on the number of free

would be

periods. Teachers with extra free periods will have

available with

extra supervision as per the requirement.

the teachers-incharge of the time

Teachers going for supervision can sit either on

table at least one hour

the right side corner or on the left corner of the

before the period to be exchanged and the

class ensuring perfect silence motivating the

notebook must be signed by the Principal/

children to do useful and productive work.
l

Headmistresses every day before 3 p.m. Teachers

Teachers who are given a supervision schedule

are strictly not allowed to exchange or leave their

are expected to sign the register, acknowledging

own classes for any reason prior permissions.

their presence at the stipulated time in the class
mentioned and any change in the supervision
schedule is entertained only with the written prior
permission from the Principal / Headmistresses.
l

l

Teachers requiring leave or permission should
obtain consent from the Principal and this
information, through a message, should be sent
to the teachers in-charge of time table in view of

Changes in the time table are also entertained

organisation substitution at least an hour before

only with the prior permission of the Principal /

going on permission; and in case of taking leave, it
is compulsory that the message has to be sent to

Headmistresses.

them before 8 a.m.
l

Teachers exchanging classes with other teachers
should record the exchange in a register that

A person who feels appreciated will always
do more than what was expected.

l

There should be a check periodically if portions
of each term are covered with the syllabus

Instructions to all
the coordinators
of seekers

prescribed.
l

Teachers-in-charge also should check if classes
are conducted regularly on Saturdays in
consultation with the Seekers in-charge.

l

During the sessions, monitoring has to be done in
turn by the Coordinators.

l

Teachers-in-charge of seekers should monitor
the scheduling of classes by the Seekers during

l

the week days.
l

They should also monitor if teaching of all
subjects takes place on a weekly basis regularly.

Coordinator s should ensure committed
systematic work by the Seekers faculty.

l

Distribution of test and exam papers should take
palce according to the schedule of the school in
parallel.

A good teacher
is like a candle –
it consumes itself
to light the way
for others.

Instructions to the Coordinators
of the Department of Discipline
l

Teachers in-charge of discipline are supposed to

l

maintain discipline in the corridors during the

class only after all the children of the class leave.

lunch breaks, short intervals, before the
assembly, during the assembly and after 4 p.m.
l

area just outside the class.
l

l

Teachers in-charge of discipline should strictly
monitor the dress code of the students.

Before 9 a.m., class teachers will take charge of
the discipline in their own classes and the corridor

The teacher handling the last period will leave the

l

Discipline in the class, during the class hours is of
utmost importance. Indiscipline in the class will
be a hindrance for the other students to listen and

The teacher who is handling the last period of

comprehend and gain the fruit of the teachers'

every class will take charge of the discipline after

efforts.

4 p.m. inside and around the class.

Instructions to the coordinators
of olympiad
l

Announcement for the Olympiads should be made

l

through hard copies containing all the details; and

l

according to the norms. Teachers-in-charge

the copies with the signature of the Principal

should take care of the further proceedings till the

should reach all the classes.

posting of the credentials.

Copies are to be put up on the bulletin board till
the last date for registration.

l

Conduct of the examination should go on

Hard copies containing the names of the student
participants along with their classes and sections
should be displayed on all class bulletin boards
at least a week before the conduct of the
examination.

A teacher's purpose is not to
create students in his own image
but to develop students who
can create their own image.

l

Hard copies of the results should be displayed on
the general notice board for at least a week from
the announcement of the results and distribution
of the prizes and certiﬁcates also should be
planned probably during that week.

Instructions to the Coordinators
of Trafc Management
l

Teachers have to be allotted along with the places
to be monitored by them (in consultation
with them) so that every teacher of the trafﬁc
management will at least be present for
two days a week for the control of the trafﬁc.

l

PT Teachers and Ofﬁce staff are expected to be
p r e s e n t o n a l l t h e d ay s fo r m a n a g i n g
the trafﬁc.

l

Before and after the school hours, teachers incharge of the trafﬁc management should be
present in the respective places allotted by their
coordinators during the following hours.
Morning 8.20 a.m. – 8.45 a.m.
Evening 4.00 p.m. – 4.20 p.m.

l

Teachers in-charge of trafﬁc management should
also look after the discipline of the students inside
the campus and around the place allotted for
them.

l

Teachers should not allow students to stand in
groups and chat since this attitude of the students
is the root cause of all unnecessary problems.

The best teachers teach from
the heart, not from the book.

Instructions to the Coordinator of Log Book
l

Every activity of the school during the academic year should be recorded date wise along with the
photographs relevant.

l

The Teacher-in-charge should obtain get the signature from the Principal during the ﬁrst week of every month.

Instructions to
the coordinators
of the Bulletin Board
l

Titles for Bulletin Boards are to be decided with

Instructions to
the Coordinators
of the Notice Board
l

the consent of the Principal.
l

The date of Judgment should be decided and

l

intimated to the classes during the ﬁrst week of
l

A list of Teachers for judgment should be
Prepared.

l

Judgment sheets are to be prepared.

l

Honoring the winners should be taken care of.

l

Shields should be collected back and kept ready

Notice boards have to be decorated in accordance
with the celebrations and special occasions too.

the month.
l

Notice Boards are to be decorated according to
the titles given for the class Bulletin Boards.

Students of the arts club can be assist the
teachers in preparing the required materials for
the Notice Boards. Students could be allotted in
turns so that the same set of students is not
overloaded with such assignments.

Instructions to the Coordinators of
NCC, Scouts, ECO Club, Health &
Wellness Club
l

l

Teachers-in-charge of NCC, Scouts, Eco Club and

l

Health and Wellness Club, along with their regular

day for cleaning, then the teacher in-charge of

duties, should take care of the cleanliness and

that class, for that period should accompany the

the green environment of the campus.

children during that time and the work allotted to
that class should also be intimated to the teacher

Teachers-in-charge of these duties are expected

who accompanies the class for the duty that day.

to plan together, to allot students who are the
members of these clubs as monitors and should

l

The work allotment should be planned in such a

try to involve all classes, section wise, to clean the

way that the entire block and the ground and

campus and take care of the garden work in such

garden areas are covered in a month at least

a way, every class will have the opportunity, once a

once.

month towards maintaining a clean and a green
campus.
l

If a particular period is allotted to the class on a

Students in-charge of these duties should be from
these clubs. They will be guided by the teachersin-charge, during the club meetings.

The mind is not a vessel to be lled, but a re to be kindled.

- Plutarch

Instructions to the Coordinators
of Assembly
l

Class teachers should prepare the students for
assembly at least three days before staging and
send the students to the teachers-in-charge of the
assembly for pronunciation check between
12.45p.m. and 1.10 p.m. and get the corrections
done to avoid pronunciation errors while staging
the programs.

l

Teachers-in-charge of distributing prizes during
various occasions should approach the class
teacher-in-charge of the day's assembly on the

l

l

Teachers in-charge of assembly should take care

previous day with the details. Last minute

of the allotment of topics to the classes according

decisions on distribution of prizes will not be

to the interest of the class teachers.

entertained.

Class teachers will plan the programs to be

l

Assemblies should not be very long. Hence let us

presented, sticking to the topic that they have

stick on to short and meaningful programs which

chosen and practicing to the children with just the

will linger on in the young minds.

minimum time for practice during their class
hours only.
l

Students should not be sent for practice seeking
permission from the other teachers in view of
assembly practices.

Education is a shared commitment
between dedicated teachers,
motivated students and enthusiastic
parents with high expectations.

- Bob Beauprez

Instructions to the Coordinators of LDA
l

l

Teachers-in-charge of LDA should consult the

l

Completed mark statements are to be collected

teachers-in-charge of Report Bee and should

and maintained only by the teachers-in-charge

prepare the schedule for the entire year.

of LDA and should be distributed back at the

Mark statements should be prepared and
distributed to all class teachers and to the
teachers-in-charge of conducting LDA to the

end of the year to the respective class teachers
for the completion of co-scholastic entries into
report bee.

respective classes on the day, L.D.A. is
conducted.

Conclusion
Let's remember. Teaching is more than a profession.
It is indeed a vocation, a call from God, who is longing to
see each of His creations, grow with wisdom and enriched
knowledge. As teachers, we are privileged to have
responded to that call from our Creator and thus let's
dedicate ourselves in serving these young minds with love
and utmost care. May the Good Lord Bless us all.

A letter from Abraham Lincoln
to his son's Teacher
My son starts school today. It is all going to be strange

– how to laugh when he is sad, teach him there is no

and new to him for a while and I wish you would treat

shame in tears. Teach him there can be glory in failure

him gently. It is an adventure that might take him

and despair in success. Teach him to scoff at cynics.

across continents, all adventures that probably
include wars, tragedy and sorrow. To live this life will
require faith, love and courage.

Teach him if you can the wonders of books, but also
give time to ponder the extreme mystery of birds in the
sky, bees in the sun and ﬂowers on a green hill. Teach

So dear Teacher, will you please take him by his hand

him to have faith in his own ideas, even if everyone

and teach him things he will have to know, teaching

tells him they are wrong.

him – but gently, if you can. Teach him that for every
enemy, there is a friend. He will have to know that all
men are not just, that all men are not true. But teach
him also that for every scoundrel there is a hero that
for every crooked politician, there is a dedicated
leader.
Teach him if you can that 10 cents earned is of far
more value than a dollar found. In school, teacher, it is
far more honorable to fail than to cheat. Teach him to
learn how to gracefully lose, and enjoy winning when
he does win.
Teach him to be gentle with people, tough with tough
people. Steer him away from envy if you can and teach
him the secret of quiet laughter. Teach him if you can

Try to give my son the strength not to follow the crowd
when everyone else is doing it. Teach him to listen to
everyone, but teach him also to ﬁlter all that he hears
on a screen of truth and take only the good that
comes through.
Teach him to sell his talents and brains to the highest
bidder but never to put a price tag on his heart and
soul. Let him have the courage to be impatient, let him
have the patience to be brave. Teach him to have
sublime faith in himself, then he will always have
sublime faith in mankind, in God.
This is the order, teacher but see what best you can
do. He is such a nice little boy and he is my son.

A teacher takes a hand, opens a mind and touches a heart.

